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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement correctly describes the delete options that are
available for lookup types at the customization level?
A. Deleting a lookup type is possible in Extensible
customization levels, but in user or system customization
levels.
B. Deleting a lookup type is possible in user and Extensible
customization levels, but not in system customization levels.
C. Deleting a lookup type is possible in user, Extensible and
system customization levels.
D. Deleting a lookup type is possible in system customization
levels, but not in user or Extensible customization levels.
E. Deleting a lookup type is possible in User customization
levels, but not in extensible or system customization levels.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You manage a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 on-premises
environment wh.ch contains Active Directory
Federation Serves (AD FS).
Your company is preparing a business continuity plan.
You need to describe which mechanism is used by AD FS to
authenticate users to CRM.
What should-you document?
A. claims token
B. user name and password
C. Active Directory
D. assigned user role
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the MOST effective countermeasure to a malicious code
attack against a mobile system?
A. Change control
B. Sandbox
C. Memory management
D. Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI)
Answer: B
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